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OWl PART V: PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTING 

AND CHEMICAL TESTING EVALUATIONS 

ABSTRACT 

This unit provides the student with a rationale for psychophysical 

evaluation of OWl suspects. The common psychophysical tests are 

described and classified according to their level of difficulty. The 

procedures involved in the administration of each test are described. 

Students are given a rationale for using the Alcoholic Influence 

Report Form (AIR) with particular emphasis on the form as it is used 

in Maryl and. 

A discussion of chemical testing as it relates to psychophysical 

evaluation is presented. Practical guidelines as to the selection and 

administration of chemical tests are provided. The legal responsibilities 

that must be observed by an arresting officer in OWl cases under Maryland 

law are summarized. 
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES 

Upon completion of this self-instructional unit the student will be 

able to: 

Describe the purpose of psychophysical and chemical tests 

Identify the types of psychophysical tests available for 

use by the arresting officer 

Identify the procedures that should be followed when 

administering psychophysical tests 

Describe the content and use of the Alcoholic Influence 

Report Form (AIR) in Maryland 

Describe the types of chemical tests available to OWl 

suspects in Maryland 

Identify the procedures that must be followed when 

administering chemical tests 

Identify the legal responsibilities that must be observed 

by the arresting officer in a OWl case. 
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OWl PART V: PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTING 

AND CHEMICAL TESTING EVALUATIONS 

Nature and Purpose of Psychophysical Evaluation 

Previous units have discussed in detail the many vehicle clues 

available to the alert police officer for the detection of the drinking 

driver. These initial clues, generally manifested in erratic driving 

behavior, are important to the initiation of enforcement and may not be 

in themselves sufficient evidence for conviction of DWl. Once a suspect 

is apprehended, it is necessary for the arresting officer to invest1gate 

further in order to confirm his suspicions and collect adequate evidence 

of driver impairment. 

Research has shown that alcohol ingested into the blood stream will 

cause a depressing or anesthetizing (numbing) influence on the human 

brain or nerve center functions. The extent of influence is propor-

tionate to the concentration of alcohol in the blood. 

Because the relationship between brain function and alcohol concen

tration is known, it is possible to observe much of the influence of 

alcohol as manifested in the impairment of our basic mental and physical 

processes. By using an evaluation procedure that keys on selected mental' 

and physical (psychophysical) functions, a police officer can observe and 

collect fairly reliable evidence of impairment. 
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Therefore, psychophysical tests, as used by the police officer, are 

selected and administered for the purpose of providing identifiable, 

non-vehicle related symptoms of driver fmpairment. 

Purpose of Psychophysical Tests 

In current OWl enforcement, these types of tests serve two major 

purposes for the officer. 

First, they aid in the decision-making process that he must go 

through in establis.hing llprobable cause" subsequent to the OWl arrest. 

Psychcphysical tests can also be beneficial in detecting 50m2 forms of 

dr'Jg i mpai rment. 

Second, psychophysical testing provides important corroborative 

evidence for chemical test results. 

Use of Psychophysical Tests 

The use of psychophysical tests is generally a policy decision by 

the police department, the prosecutor or the courts. Many jurisdictions 

have strong feelings as to what tests should be given, when and where 

they should be given, and even whether they should be given at all. THE 

STUDENT SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE POLICY IN EFFECT IN HIS JURISDICTION. 
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Today, because of the new emphasis on low blood alcohol concentra

tions, the officer using psychophysical testing must be sensitive to the 

more subtle signs of impairment. This is particularly necessary since 

defense counsels have always attacked psychophysical test evidence. The 

arresting officer can be prepared for such attack by carefully following 

good case preparation procedures. 

The degree of psychophysical impairment by drugs is varied and in

consistent depending largely on the kind and amount of drug and upon the 

perscnality of the individual. Presently the observable manifestations 

of drugs are not nearly as predictable or identifiable as they are for 

alcohol. 

The arresting officer should make certain that he is familiar with 

and considers the many other non-alcohol or drug related conditions which 

may show impairment of mental and physical functions. Included are medi

cal and physical disabilities such as injuries, shock, epilepsy, arthritis, 

and natura1 conditions such as old age~ which can diminish physical ability 

or even bring senility and everyday fatigue. Any of these conditions when 

combined with alcohol can be misleading if the arresting officer is not 

informed and prepared. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTS 

Psychophysical tests can be grouped into three general categories 

or types of testing. The number and kinds of tests utilized will vary 

in degree depending upon the particular need of the arresting officer 

for a given situation. Most Alcoholic Influence Report Forms (AIR), as 

described later in this unit, are designed so that the police officer 

has a logical and convenient way to record the observations he makes as 

a result of these tests. 

Category One: Initial Evaluation 

Tests in this category consist of the initial evaluation of the 

driver's general physical appearance and condition while he is still 

'seated in the vehicle, utilizing minimum directed effort on the part 
I 

of the offi cer. Most of the el ements of the fi,rst type of tests are 

standard evaluations made by police officers for all traffic stops 
I 

as a matter of good police work. 

Tests include the quick evaluation of: 

Odor of breath 

Condition of eyes 

Color of face 

Demeanor 

Dexterity 

Speech 

. Clothing. 
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This type of testing quite often produces the initial sus

picion that OWl is involved. In most cases the officer will 

continue into a second type of testing. 

Category Two: Non-structured Evaluation 

Tests in this category involve a more specific effort on the 

part of the driver in order that basic mental and physical condi

tions may be evaluated. They also provide a re-evaluation of first 

type of tests. 

Tests of the second type requi re the cooperati on of the dri ver 

to exit from the vehicle and walk to a designated area for further 

i.nvestigation. At night, the offi cer should make certain that the 

spot selected has good visibility. The officer should also be 

certain that maximum safety prec(i',utions are exercised when moving 

the driver. 

Tests include simple, non-structured evaluations of: 

Body coordination 

Judgment 

Balance or equilibrium 

Mental awareness 

First type elements of odor, eyes, face, speech and 

appearance. 
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At this point the officer has merely observed and conversed with 

the suspect but has not attempted to conduct any special routine or 

exercise. Adequacy of evidence at this point will determine whether or 

not the officer continues beyond this type of test. 

Category Three: Structured Evaluation 

Tests of the third type are specially structured performance tests 

of more complicated physiological coordination and require maximum 

officer-suspect involvement. They are given outside the vehicle and in 

an· area suited for standing or walking. At night a location of good 

visibility should be selected. The area should be safe from traffic 

and pY'eferab ly free from unsympatheti c observers. 

These tests include mental and physical exercises given singly or 

in ~ombination to evaluate: 

Coordination 

Equil i bri lim 

Judgment 

Comprehension 

Concentrati on. 

Tests of the third type should always be administered with clear and 

demonstrated instructions to the suspect. 
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The degree to which psychophysical testing must be applied for 

decision making will vary according to the suspect's blood alcohol 

concentration (BAC) and tolerance. Generally speaking, the lower the 

BAC the greater the degree of testing necessary. 

TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 
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Dire~~ions: Using your response sheet, circle the letter of the item 

which most accurately completes the following statement. 

1. The major purpose of psychophysical tests is: 

a. To identify the chronic drunk driver. 

b. To establish probable cause prior to the OWl arrest. 

c. To provide identifiable, non-vehicle related symptoms of 

driver impairment. 

d. All of the above. 

Directions: Identify which of the following tests are either Category One: 

Initial Evaluation, Category Two: Non-Structured Evaluation, 

or Category Three: Structured Evaluation by circling the 

correct number (I, II, III) on your response sheet. 

2. Dexterity 

3. Mental awareness 

4. Odor of breath 

5. Concentration 

6. Clothing 

Directions: Circle A on your response sheet if the following statement 

is accurate. Circle I if it is inaccurate. 

7. The cooperation of the OWl suspect is required by all the psycho

phys i ca 1 methods of eva'1 ua ti on. 

TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS TURN TO THE KEY ON PAGE XXXII - 43. 

REVIEW ANY ITEMS YOU MISSED BEFORE CONTINUING. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTS 

General Considerations 

Although the va1ue of psychophysical tests is somewhat contro

versial at ti~es, it remains as another method currently available 

to the officer for demonstrating evidence of driver impairment. 

When using psychophysical tests, especially the more complex ones 

(third category of tests), the officer should be certain that his 

choice is fair and his procedure correct. Any tests utilized should 

be such that they can be performed successfully by the average, sober 

i ndivi duaL 

When evaluating performance or conditions, the officer must con

tinually keep in mind that many other medical and physical conditions 

can also cause the observed impairment. 

The decision reached by the arresting officer should not be made 

by anyone, single test, but rather by a combination or summation of 

results of an organized inquiry involving a series of related tests 

and observations. 

The police officer should remember that when combining the traffic 

stop (which is recognized as one of the most ,dangerous events in law 

enforcement) with face-to-face contact with someone potentially under 

mental influence, extreme caution must be continually exercised. 
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Category One: Initial Evaluation 

The evaluation begins with the officer's first personal contact with 

the driver, generally while the suspect is still seated in his vehicle. 

The clinical symptoms which the officer should observe and record are 

listed below. 

Odor of breath. The officer may detect the odor of alcoholic 

beverages emanating from the vehicle. Although the odor may 

be from passengers or from a beverage spilled on the driver's 

clothing, there should be little trouble in determining if the 

odor is originating, at least in part, from the driver. 

The officer should be suspicious of the driver who avoids 

talking directly to him. He should also mentally catalogue the 

associated odor of alcoholic beverages mixed with gum, breath 

conditioners and cigarettes. 

Condition of eyes. Bloodshot eyes are probably the most common 

symptom of alcohol indulgence due to the dilation tendency of 

the blood vessels. 

Color of face. The flushing, or reddening of the facial tissue 

is common to alcohol indulgence for much the same reason as 

bloodshot eyes. 

A pale face could indicate the need for medical attention. 
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Speech. If the suspect does not voluntarily begin talking, 

attempt to engage him in a conversation of more than just one 

or two word responses. What is said will vary according to 

conditions (when, where, who and his attitude). Consider 

clearness and correctness of enunciation. In the follow-up 

interview, consider possible natural speech impediments or 

use of dentures. 

Attitude. Being stopped by a police officer can do a lot to 

the emotions of most everyone, especially if they've done some

thing wrong. This should be kept in mind when making the initial 

assessment of attitude or deme1nor displayed by the suspect. 

More than one description may be necessary. The initial 

attitude displayed by the suspect may change later in the in

vestigation, especially after he is informed that he is under 

arrest. Make note of and distinguish between every attitude 

change. 

Dexterity. Many departments request the driver to produce the 

required credent\ials immediately after contact. ~'lhen this is 

done, thi~ procedure can afford an excellent opportunity for the 

officer to observe and evaluate the suspect's coordination or 

dexterity of hand movements. It is possible, however, for the 

suspect to brace his wallet (or her purse) and hands in the lap. 

If this is done, some of the value of'this test ;s lost. 
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This test can also show loss of perception or judgment to 

a certain degree. The suspect may pass over his othen~ise ob

vious driver's license, or may not see it at all, requiring the 

assistance of the officer. Once the license is found, the driver 

may not be able to figure out how to remove it. If the suspect 

must retrieve something from the glove compartment, the process 

should be evaluated (e.g., use of the key, sorting through items, 

etc.). 

More than one description may be necessary. If the suspect's 

fingers are swift and sure, it may be a good indicat~on that his 

nervous system has not been too adversely affected by alcohol. 

This test (producing the driver's license, etc.) is also effective 

as a second type of test where other dimensions can be added. 

Clothing. The condition of clothing is a fairly weak indicator 

of impairment unless there are gross symptoms present such as: 

wearing a tie without a shirt; few clothes on or clothing open 

during cold weather; signs of vomitus or urine; torn or bloody, 

etc. 

Whether or not the officer uses clothing as an indicator of 

impairment, he should always make note of the suspect's condition 

of dress for comparison purposes at the time of trial. Many times 

the defense wi 11 use the way the defendant was dressed at the. time 

of arrest to test the arrest; ng off; cey" s memory. 
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Category Two: Non-structured Evaluation 

Tests in this category usually provide the first opportunity for the 

officer to evaluate neuromuscular coordination, balance, equilibrium and 

mental awareness. The evaluation and observations made by the officer 

should include the following: 

Exiting vehicle. Ask the suspect to step from the vehicle, ob

serving closely as he does so .. There are distinct considera

tions: 1) the movement of the suspect from the seat to his feet, 

and 2) the suspect's movement when closing the vehicle door. 

Although many persons utili~e the door for support when exiting 

a vehicle, note the suspect's difficulty in rising to his feet 

and his ability to balance once he is on his feet. The initial 

steps taken to move away from the doorway should be observed for 

balance and coordination. Let the suspect close the door himself. 

Persons with medium to high blood alcohol concentration may lose 

their balance slightly as the door swings shut. 

Make certai n there is no danger of the suspect steppi ng into 

the path of traffic. 

. Walking to roadside. Select a flat area off the roadway out of 

traffic and direct the suspect to walk to it. Make certain the 

suspect hears and understands the instructions. Repeat them if 

necessary. (Inability to easily understand these simple directions 
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could itself be indicative of impairment). Observe the manner 

in which the suspect walks and whether or not he seeks support 

as he walks. If there is a curb he must step up to, note his 

ability to do so. 

Standing. After moving to the roadside, instruct the subject to 

stand in one spot. During any subsequent questioning or examina

tion, note the effect on balance and equilibrium as manifested in 

the suspect1s ability to stand without support, swaying or falling. 

Sensation of time and space. Certain questions can be asked to 

evaluate any distortion of the sensation or perception of time 

and memor'y. Two questions in particular should be asked: 

A. Do you know where you are now? 

B. Do you .know what time it is now? 

Dilation of pupils. Shine a flashlight into each of the suspect1s 

eyes. Note the dilation movement of the pupil. Next shine the 

light into each of the eyes of your partner; compare the speed 

of his pupil dilation with that of the suspect. Alcohol and some 

drugs will influence the normal dilation of the pupil causing it 

to contract slower at low or medium blood alcohol concentrations. 

Dexterity. If this evaluation has been made, as described under 

category one, it can be repeated by asking the suspect to produce 

additional identification. 
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Re-evaluation of first type of tests. While the suspect is in 

the open and in better light, re-evaluate speech, condition of 

eyes, att~tude and clothing. Many of the elements may change 

consi derab 1y. 

If the arresting officer, after completing first and second 

category evaluations, feels additional evidence of a third cate

gory of test will improve his case in court, then he should con

tinue into the third type of examination. 

Category Three: Structured Evaluation 

These tests deal with more complicated psychophysical performance 

and require maximum cooperation of the suspect. It is important that 

the location for conducting these tests should be level and well lighted. 

All tests in this category must be thoroughly explained and demon

strated. The officer must be able to perform any test he asks the 

suspect to perform; he may have to prove this in court. The suspect 

should be asked to wait until the officer has completed his instructions 

before attempting the test. After the instructions are given, the 

offi cer should ask the suspect if he understands what he is to do. If 

there is any doubt, the instructions should be repeated. 
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The distortion of comprehension and concentration as well as of 

judgment and perception will generally begin to emerge at this time. 

A person under the influence of alcohol, especially the low and medium 

BAC's, tends to feel mentally expanded and able to rise to any situa

tion. The following may occur and should be noted: 

Suspect may begin test simultaneously with instructions. 

Suspect may disregard or stop instructions, claiming he knows 

what the officer wants and then proceed without complete 

instructions. 

Suspect may have trouble comprehendi·ng i nstructi ons as i nd;

cated by his questions or his inability to begin. 

Suspect may not comprehend or remember instructions asindi

cated by his performance. 

Suspect may hurry through test with a display of "cocksureness". 

The specific tests listed under category three are described below. 

Walking. This test can be administered in. three different ways. 

Instruct the subject to walk in his normal manner, turn 

on command and walk back. 

Establish a line, using any markings available but with a 

clearly visible end point and approximately 10-15 feet long. 

Ask the suspect to walk, heel-to-toe to the end point (or 

turn on command) and return heel-to-toe to the starting point. 
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Ask the subject to walk, heel-to-toe, in a straight line. 

Identify the number of steps he is to take going forward, 

whether he is to turn around to the right or left at the 

end of the forward steps, and the number of steps 

(different number) he should take when returning. When 

using this more complex method of walking, record the 

number of steps and the turn, as instructed and as per

formed. 

In all three forms this test can show balance and coordination of 

walking and turning movement. In the more complicated forms, it can 

show the suspect's ability to concentrate on more than are thing at a 

time by adding the need~for following simple but explicit instructions 

while walking and turning. 

Romberg Method. Have the suspect stand at "attent;on ll position, 

heels and toes together, arms at side, head tilted back and 

eyes closed for approximately 10 seconds. Make certain suspect's 

eyes are closed and be prepared to catch him if he begins to fall. 

Finger-to-nose. This test can be administered in two different 

ways, the first being the traditional method and the second a 

modification to provide additional instruction and precise procedure. 

Suspect stands erect with feet together, eyes closed, arms 

stretched out to the side at shoulder height with the index 

finger of each hand extended and the rest of the hand closed 

to a fist. With the left hand first, the suspect is 
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instructed to touch the tip of his nose with the tip 

of his finger by swinging his arm in at the elbow. The 

process is repeated for the right hand. 

Standing in the same position with his arms and hands in 

the same manner as liN', the suspect is requested to: 

Swing right arm at the shoulder, directly in front 

of him, as if pointing straight ahead 

With arm extended, roll hand until fisted palm is 

upward 

Bend fist backward at the wrist unti.l finger points 

straight up 

Bend the arm at the elbow; bring the hand back touching 

the end of the finger on the end of the nose 

Return the hand to the starting position in lock step 

fashion by reversing the procedure 

Repeat the process a second time 

Fo 11 ow the same procedure wi th the 1 eft hand. 

It is important that the suspect- sees and hears a clear demonstration 

of instruction. Do not allow him to begin until he has acknowledged that 

he understands the procedure. 

If the suspect fails when attempting to touch the nose the first time, 

and subsequent efforts are acceptable, the officer should minimize the 

value of any error on the first try. 
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Balance. Suspect stands erect, feet together, arms at side 

while looking straight ahead. He is directed to raise and 

extend his left foot forward, without bending his leg at the 

knee. With the heel approximately 6-12 inches off the ground, 

the subject maintains this position for approximately 10 

seconds. Repeat the process for the opposite foot. Do not 

ask the suspect to close his eyes during this test. 

Alphabet. The suspect is asked to repeat aloud the English 

alphabet (A, B, CIS). This test can demonstrate memory and 

concentration. Besides incorrect order, note speech pattern 

and periods of hesitation. Hesitation can be an indic~tion 

of loss of concentration. If the suspect fouls the first try, 

ask him to try again. If the second try is successful, the 

officer should minimize the value of any minor error made in 

the first. The officer need not demonstrate this test. 

TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING qUESTIONS. 
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Directions: Listed below are a number of statements about psychophysical 

testing. On your response sheet, circle the letter A if the 

statement is accurate. Circle the letter I if it is inaccurate. 

8. The officer should not rely on anyone test, rather he or she should 

use a combination of related tests. 

9. Chemical testing, because of its scientific accuracy, is nO\~1 

considered a better way to demonstrate driver impairment than the 

use of psychophysical tests. 

10. The officer should only utilize tests that could be performed 

successfully by the avera~e sober individual. 
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Directions: Using your response sheet, circle the letter of the item 

which most accurately completes the following statements. 

11. The officer's initial evaluation 

a. Begins while suspect is still in vehicle. 

b. Includes an assessment of speech patterns. 

c. Includes a check on clothing conditions. 

d. All of the above. 

12. Non-structured evaluation includes thesuspect's ability to: 

a. Perform routine exercises such as walking and standing. 

b. Focus his/her eyes on distant object. 

c. Follow a detailed set of instructions. 

d. All of the above. 

13. Structured evaluation includes the Romberg method which is 

a. The finger-to-nose test. 

b. A stand-at-attention with eyes closed test. 

c, A test of balance with the left foot raised and extended. 

d. None of the above. 

TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS TURN TO THE KEY ON PAGE XXXII - 43. 

REVIEW ANY ITEMS YOU MISSED BEFORE CONTINUING. 
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THE ALCOHOLIC INFLUENCE REPORT FORM 

Need for the AIR Form 

Proper case preparation for the prosecution of OWl is a major key 

in successful drinking driver enforcement. Throughout the entire arrest 

process, the arresting officer must observe and record all information 

relevant to establishing the elements of the arrest. 

In those cases that ultimately go to trial, the arresting officer 

may have to recall the facts of an arrest that took place eight months 

to a year earlier. If an organized, thorough method of collecting and 

recording evidence has not been used, it is highly unlikely that the 

officerls testimony of facts as he remembers them will be sufficient to 

convince a jury. 

Many law enforcement agencies, large and small, utilize a pre

printed form especially designed for the recording of observations 

and information during a owr investigation. These forms which are 

unique to drinking driver enforcement, are often referred to as 

Alcoholic Inf1uence Report forms. 

Samples of different types of forms used can be found in Appendix 

A of this unit. Included is a copy of the universal form provided by 

the National Safety Council. This form, or a modification of it, is 

used by most 1 aw enforcement agenci es. A copy of the form used by the 

Maryland State Police is also included. The student is encouraged to 
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com~are a copy of the form used in his or her jurisdiction with these 

forms, 

The AIR form can serve to collect and preserve two types of informa

tion for case preparation: 

First, it provides a place and means of recording the officer's 

observations and any comments made by the suspect during the psychophysical 

testing phase of the arrest procedure. Second, the form contains 

pertinent questions (to be used during the interview stage of investigation) 

which are relative to the circumstances surrounding the suspect's condition. 

The answers to these questions are the defendant's own admissions, not 

interpretations by the officers. Consequently, they can become extremely 

important during trial for contradicting any of the defendant's lIalibis", 

The student may wish to read the section marked IIInterview" on the AIR 

forms found in the appendix. 

Use of the AIR Form in Maryland 

There are two principal variations of the Alcoholic Influence Report 

Form (AIR) in use in the state of Maryland. One of these, the form used 

by the Maryland State Police, may be found in Appendix A. 

The first variation is seen in the form that "has a list of suggested 

questions to ask the accused as well as a series of coordination tests. 

The police officer using this type of form should be sure to read the 

suspect his rights (Miranda warning) before asking any of the questions. 
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However, if an individual has been arrested and formally charged, there 

is no need to give a warning prior to administering the coordination tests. 

The second variation is reflected in the form that has eliminated 

both the questions and the coordination tests. In their place, the 

arresting officer is to record his or her observations of the accused. If 

any questions are used in conjunction with this form, the Miranda warning 

must be read to the suspect. 

In all OWl cases, the AIR form should be completed irrespective of 

whether the accused submits to a chemical test or not. The AIR may still 

furnish good infor~ation in prosecuting the accused. It also serves the 

officer as a valuable reference at the time of the trial. 

Use of the AIR Form--General Considerations 

Much of the information relative to the observations made during 

psychophysical testing will be transferred to the AIR form after the 

suspect is arrested. The arresting officer should be thoroughly familiar 

with the form as well as with testing procedures in order to eliminate any 

loss of evidence . 

. Included,on, or supplemental to, the AIR form should be a section in 

Which the officer can include a narrative of the various events that 

occu~red prior to and subsequent to the arrest. This narrative should be 

as detailed as possible including street names, weather and road condi

tions, witnesses and the defendant's vehicle condition. 
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An often overlooked or minimized use of the AIR form is its value 

in assisting the arresting officer in determining the need for medical 

attention. The officer should mentally digest, as well as record, the 

information he receives in order to provide maximum consideration to the 

health and safety of the suspect. 

While most AIR forms provide for the recording of the most often 

needed information, the arresting officer should not feel restricted 

to its format. There may be a great deal of additional information 

that would be relative to a particular incident which the officer should 

elicit and record. 

Even though the answers provided on the form may only require the 

checking of a "yes" or "no", the officer should record in a supplemental 

area the exact answer given by the defendant if it has testimonial value 

in establishing the subject's impairment. The exact reply to the 

officer's questions, repeated by the officer to the jury, is often more 

convincing evidence of impairment than testimony as to certain psycho

physical manifestations. Inappropriate answers to normal questions, 

asked in a serious vein, indicate the subject's judgment is impaired. 

The format of an AIR form may provide several methods or combinations 

of metho?s of recording the various observations and responses. The 

officer may have only to check or circle a particular word that best 

describes an observation to a psychophysical test or to a response to a 

question. Or, he may write in the complete answer to a question. 
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TABLE 1 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR USE ON AIR FORMS 

Demeanor - Attitude 

Fighting 
Excited 
Indifferent 
Hilarious 
Jovial 
Antagonistic 
Cooperative 

Walking and Standing 

Falling 
Veer; ng 
Swaying 

Speech 

Shouting 
Rambl ing I 

Slobbering 
Incoherent 
Boisterous 
Whispering 

Actions 

Hiccoughing 
Belching 

Un-cooperative 
Polite 
Calm 
Sleepy 
Crying 
Resisting 
Profane 

Threatening 
Argumentative 
Arrogant 
Abusive 
Belli gerent 
Sarcastic 

Holding onto for stability Stiff, rigid 
Staggering --- Stumbling 
Wobbl ing Sagging 

Slurred 
Hoarse 
Whining 
Crying 
Stutteri D9 
Accent 

Vomiting 
Droppi'ng ashes 
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Slow, deliberate 
Confused 
Thick 
Profane 
Misusing words 
Hissy 



Some forms provide a space for the officer to write his own 

word or phrase describing his observations of a particular event. The 

officer is then" provided a typical list of adjectives from which to 

select. These same words can also be used in the narrative portion of 

the report. Table 1 provides a partial listing of typical words or 

phrases that can be used in completing the influence report. 

In using any of these words, the officer must be prepared to 

explain in court what they mean. Some of these terms will not stand 

alone. The list ;s by no means complete and can undoubtedly be 

expanded upon as the experience of the officer increases. 

TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 
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Directions: Listed below are a number of statements about the use of 

the Alcoholic Influence Report Form (AIR). On your response 

sheet, circle the letter A if the statement is accurate. 

Circle the letter I if it is inaccurate. 

14. The arresting officer should not confine himself to just the informa

tion asked for on the AIR form if he feels he needs additional 

relevant information. 

15. The AIR form should be completed only in those cases where the OWl 

suspect refuses to submit to a chemical test. 

16. Before asking the OWl suspect to perform any coor;dination tests or 

answer any questions listed on the AIR form, the suspect must be 

advised of his or her rights (Miranda warning). 

17. If a OWl suspect has been arrested and formally charged, the officer 

does not have to give a warning of rights prior to administering any 

coordination tests that might be listed on the AIR form. 

TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS TURN TO THE KEY ON PAGE XXXII - 43. 

REVIEW ANY ITEMS YOU MISSED BEFORE CONTINUING. 
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CHEMICAL TESTING IN OWl ENFORCEMENT 

Nature and Purpose of Chemical Testing 

The primary use of chemical analysis is to verify the observations, 

examinations, and tests performed upon a subject arrested for OWl by the 

arresting officer. In addit;or to confirming the officer's opinion, the 

results also give rise to certain statutory presumptions. With increased 

use of drugs in recent generations, chemical testing in OWl law enforce-

ment is assured of being more popular than ever. 

The basis for chemical testing in the enforcement of implied 

consent statutes is found in the fact that the intoxicating effects of 

ethyl alcohol are caused by the depressing influence of alcohol on the 

brain or nerve centers. Since the blood is the method by which the 

alcohol is distributed to the brain, after it is absorbed from the 

digestive tract, a direct relationship can be established between the 

degree of depressing influence and the amount of alcohol in the blood. 

(The more alcohol there is in the blood, the greater the influence on 

the brain.) 

The Article of Courts and Judicial Proceedings, Section 10-307 

sets forth the following blood alcohol concentration (BAC) 

as indicative of intoxication. The BAC, it should be remembered, 

represents the amount of alcohol by weight in the volume of a person's 

_=,,_~~~_,_ ,Q 1 00 d . 
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A BAC of .05% or less on the blood or breath tests or .08% or 

less on the urine test shall require the presumption that the 

defendant was NOT under the influence of intoxicating liquo~ 

or that his psychophysical condition was impaired . 

. A BAC of more than .05% but less than .10% on the blood or 

breath tests or more tha~ .08% but less than .13% on the urine 

test should give rise to no presumption but may be considered 

along with other competent evidence in determining the 

defendant's innocence or guilt. 

A BAC of .10% or more on the breath or blood tests or of .13% 

or more on the urine test shall be considered prima facie 

evidence that the suspect's ability to operate a motor vehicle 

was impaired by the consumption of alcohol. 

A BAC of .15% or more on the breath or blood tests or .20% or 

more on the urine test is considered prima facie evidence that 

the defendant was in an intoxicated condition. 

In most states chemical test results are not conclusive proof of 

dri vi ng under the infl uence. They merely serve as corroborati.ve evi dence 

that previously observed signs of impairment were caused, at least in 

part, by the presence of alcohol or drugs. It is important to keep in 

mind, however, that the results of chemical testing are indicative of 

the time the test was given (sample collected) and 'not the time of arrest 

or when the driving occurred. 
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The current popularity and abuse of drugs has escalated the 

importance of chemical analysis in law enforcement. When a specimen of 

blood or urine (breath is not used for drug analysis) discloses the 

~~sence of a drug, the amount found mayor may not be stated by the 

laboratory. Sufficient research work has not been done to establish 

a correlation between drug levels in blood or urine and their effect 

. upon driving performance. So at the present time 'no presumptions can 

be made in this respect. Therefore, officers should not submit samples 

fClr drug analysi sto the Chemi cal Test for Alcohol Uni t, un less under 

extreme cases, such as fatal accidents. 

Types of Chemical Tests Available 

The statutes of the state of Maryland will allow evidence of a 

person's alcohol concentration as determined by chemical analysis of 

blood, urine, or breath. 

, 
Results of the analysis of blood, breath, and urine, when properly 

collected and analy~ed, are accepted in most courts as reliable 

scientific evidence. Nevertheless, many judges and juries hesitate to 

convict on the evidence of a blood alcohol concentration. This problem 

stems from the lack of a true understanding of the relationship of a 

BAC and the impairment of sate driving ability. It is evident that 

increased educati ona 1 efforts are needed if thi s problem is to be sol veda 

• TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS PLEASE ANSWER TH.E FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 
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Directions: Listed below are a number of statements about the blood 

alcohol concentrations (BAC) established by the Office of 

the Chief Medical Examiner (Maryland). On your response 

sheet, circle the letter A if the statement is accurate. 

Circle the letter I if it is inaccurate. 

18. A BAC of .20% or more on the urine test is considered prima facie 

evidence that the defendant was intoxicated. 

19. A BAC of .08% on the breath test shall be considered as evidence 

that the suspect's ability to operate a motor vehicle was impaired. 

20. A BAC of .05% on the urine test should give rise to no presumption 

but may be considered along with other competent evidence. 

21. A BAC of .13% on the blood test shall be considered prima facie 

evidence that the suspect's ability to operate a motor vehicle 

was impai red. 

TO CHECK YOUR ANSHERS TURN TO THE KEY ON PAGE XXXII - 43. 

REVIEW ANY ITEMS YOU MISSED. BEFORE CONTINUING. 
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~-------------- ------ --

ADMINISTRATION OF THE CHEMICAL TESTS 

General Considerations 

All 'chemi ca 1 tests shaul d be provi ded as soon after the arrest as 

possible in order to minimize the interval between the time the test was 

taken and the time the officer observed the suspect driving. Under 

Maryland law (CJ, 10-303) all chemical tests must be given v/ithin two 

hours after the person accused is apprehended. 

All chemical tests should be conducted within the guidelines laid 

down by the state toxicologist, Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

and the Maryl and State Pol; ce as they have been charged Vi; th thi s 

responsibility under the law. 

Only the equipment approved and certified by the state toxicologist, 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner and the Maryland State Police may be 

used to conduct the tests. (See Appendix 8-XXXII-Ab-l for list of 

approved blood and urine alcohol collection kits.) 

Under section 10-305 of the Article of Courts and Judicial Proceedings, 

the suspect must be given the right to choose the type of test to be admin

istered. If the test he or she chooses is not available, then no test 

may be given. The guilt or innocence of the suspect cannot be presumed 

or inferred because the test he requested was not. available. Under such 

circumstances, the fact that he was unable to take the test he requested is 

not admissable evidence. in court .. (See CJ, 10-3D5.) Similarly, the suspect 

cannot be charged, under section 6-205.1, with refusal to take a test. 
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The suspect should have the results of any chemical test made avail

able to him or her by official certificate prior to trial. The results of 

the breath test may be given to the suspect immediately after the test. As 

soon as the results of the blood or urin~ test are available from the lab

oratory, they should be sent to the defendant by first class mail or they 

may be hand carried in cases where the accused lives in the area. 

Regardless of the choice of chemical tests, there are certain pro

cedures and considerations within the administration of each for which 

the arresting officer is responsible. The following outlines these 

various procedures and considerations for each of the chemical tests as 

they relate to the arresting officer, notwithstanding policy by indi

vidual departments, prosecutors, or judges. 

Breath Test 

Subjects must not be allowed to drink any liquid, smoke, eat, or 

otherwise place any mints or sprays in their mouths for at least 20 

minutes prior to the test. It is the policy of the Maryland State Police 

to have the arresting offi cer observe and veri fy thi s fact beginning with 

the time of the arrest. If the subject vomits or belches, the mouth should 

be rinsed and the 20-minute waiting period repeated. 

The breath testing operator should be aware of any severe medical 

problems, such as acute emphysema, or abnormally hi gh body temperature 

of the subject. 
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I'~ 

I. 

In the State of Maryland, the Breathalyzer is the only approved 

instrument for testing breath. All operators of this equipment must 

be certified and licensed to give the tests. Hence, it is the operator 

of the instrument who is responsible for the chemical test procedure. 

The arresting officer, however, should witness the entire procedure in 

order to provide support or other relevant testimony to the test. 

Whenever possible the test should be given in private and without 

interruption. The only people who should be present are: the accused, 

the Breathalyzer operator and the arresting officer. 

Blood Test 

All blood tests must be given with the approved eq~ipment and 

the withdrawal of blood must be done by qualified medical personnel. 

For a complete and detailed description of the procedure to be used 

in this test, the student ;s referred to Appendix B of this unit. 

The apprehending officer must witness the taking of blood. He 

must also receive the blood sample for transportation or shipment 

to the laboratory. It is generally not necessa~y for the medical 

personnel to appear in court if the officer witnesses the process . 

... 
It is important to contact the 1 aboratory to makeO sure the chemi st 

who did the BAC analysis isoavailable to give "expert testimony" on the 

date of the .trial, only when necessary. The official results provided by 

the Chemica1 Test for Alco!oJ,.""o.Unit may be sufficient evidence for trial . 
. .",c;:.t,~." 
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Uri ne Tests 

The taking of the urine"samples should be witnessed by the 

apprehending officer except in cases where the suspect is of the 

opposite sex. In such cases the apprehending officer should arrange 

to have the sample taking witnessed by an officer or police employee 

of the same sex as the suspect. 

In all cases, only approved urine kits will be used. These 

kits contain two plastic disposable cups for voiding the bladder, two 

19 ml tubes in which to transport the specimen, evidence seals, forms, 

and mailing containers. 

Two samples must be obtained from the accused in order to have a 

valid test. The first sample is taken in the plastic cup from which 

the 19 ml tube is filled and a label is attached. It is important that 

all information on the label be properly filled out including the 

sample number. 

Approximately 20-30 minutes after taking the first sample, a second. 

sample should be taken using the same procedure as followed in collecting 

the first sample. A new plastic cup must be used for each sample. 

As with the blood test, the chemist who conducts the analysis should 

be contacted to insure his availability for the trial, only when necessary. 
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Appendix B includes further important details regarding procedures to 

be followed in obtaining and processing a urine sample. 

Regardless of what test is administered, the officer should record 

any comments or actions on the part of the subject which may occur during 

the testing procedure. The officer should be especially aware of the 

general condition of the subject at the time of the test as compared to 

the time of the arrest. 
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LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES RELATING TO CHEMICAL TESTING 

The following is a brief summary of the key legal responsibilities 

that must be observed by the arresting officer as they relate to drinking 

d 
. 1 rlver statutes: 

Prior to Requesting a Chemical Test 

· Subject must be under arrest. 

· Subject has a right to a chemical test. 

· Officer has the right to request a chemical test. 

Requesting a Chemical Test 

Subject must be advised of his rights concerning a chemical test. 

Subject has right to refuse test. 

· Subject has the right to choose the type of test. 

· After submission to the chemical test provided by the police 

officer, subject has the right to an additional test by a 

physician of his own choosing. 

Under normal circumstances, the subject shall be allowed 

sufficient time from the time of his advisement of the 

implied consent rights in which to decide if he wants to 

refuse or submit to a chemical test. 

lThe student is encouraged to read sections CJ, 10-302 to 10-309 of 

Motor Vehicle Laws of Maryland for additional specific legal responsibilities. 
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Providing a Chemical Test 

. Samples and specimens of urine, breath, or blood shall be 

taken and collected in a reasonable manner. Only a duly 

licensed physician, or other qualified medical personnel, 

acting in a medical environment, at the request of a police 

officer, can withdraw blood with the purpose of determining 

the alcohol content 

Breath tests must be given by an operator certified by 

the State Toxicologist and the Maryland State Police 

Blood and urine samples must be handled in accordance 

with proper chain of evidence procedures. 

TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 

REVIEW ANY QUESTIONS YOU MISSED BEFORE TAKING THE POSTTEST. 

THIS IS THE END OF SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT XXXII. 

Directions: On your response sheet, circle the letter of the response 

you feel correctly completes the following statements. 

22. A OWL suspect apprehended in Maryland and agreeing to submit to a 

chemical test must be given the test within what period of time 

after the apprehension: 

a. Half an hour 

b. One hour 

c. One hour and a half 

d. Two hours 
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'23. Your role as the arresting officer in a OWl case where the suspect 

has agreed to submit to a breath test would be to: 

a. Witness the test as given by an operator certified and licensed 

by the Maryland State Police. 

b. Administer the test under the supervision of a certified 

(licensed) operator. 

c. Insure that the process is witnessed by another officer 

whenever possible. 

d. Administer the test using approved equipment (the Breathalyzer). 

24. Select from the alternatives listed below the procedure that would 

be correct for administering the chemical tests required by the 

implied consent law. 

a. Administer two tests of anyone type (blood, breath, or urine) 

as soon as convenient. 

b. Witness the collection of two samples of breath with a minimum 

of 30 minutes between samples. 

c. Witness the collection of two samples of urine with a minimum 

of 20 minutes between samples. 

d. Provide the physician who takes a blood sample with the proper 

equipment for mailing the sample to the laboratory. 

TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS TURN TO THE KEY ON PAGE XXXII - 43. 

REVIEW ANY ITEMS YOU MISSED BEFORE CONTINUING. 
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XXXII 

KEY TO EMBEDDED QUESTIONS 
Refer to 
Page XXXII -

1. b. To establish probable cause prior to the OWL arrest. 4 

2. I 6 

3. II 7 

4. I 6 

5. III 8 

6. I 6 

7. A 7 

8. A 11 

9. I 11 

10. A 

11. d. All of the above. 

11 

12-14 

_ 12. a. Perfonn routine exercises such as walking and standing. 15-17 

13. b. A stand-at-attention with eyes closed test. 

14. A 

15. I 

16. A 

17. I 

18. A 

19. A 

20. I 

21. A 

22. d. Two hours. 

23. a. Witness the test as given by an operator certified and 

licensed by the Maryland State Police. 

24. c. Witness the collection of two samples of urine with a 

minimum of 20 minutes between samples. 
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17 -21 

27 

26 

25 

26 

32 

32 

32 

32 

40 

42 

43 



APPENDIX A 

ALCOHOLIC INFLUENCE REPORT FORMS 
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TRAINING 

EY TO SUCCESS BULLETIN 

iJO nTI1E x III March 1, 1974 NO. 12 

AlCOHOL INFLUENCE (NEH REVISED MSP FORM 32) 

READllTG TTI1E 2 min] 0 sro. 

There have been complaints received from our field Troopers concerning the 
present Alcohol Influence Report Form (MSP Form 32). A new form has been de
veloped in cooperation with the field forces in an effort to reduce or elimi
nate the problem. 

The main change in the new form has been to eliminate the use nf the 
stereotyping. Check the appropriate block sectiorl in describing the actions 
and conditions of the accused. Hany times the· blocks failed to properly de
scribe the accused, thus causing trouble in prosecution. It also caused some 
Police officers to become lazy and simply check a block rather than make good 
observations of the accused. 

~ rrost of the new form is self-explanatory. However, some sections need 
to be elaborat.ed upon so that uniformity will exist throughout the Agency. 

Section I. 
Section II. 
Section III. 

Section IV. 

Section V. 

No change 
Note time in dealing 'l-Tith treatment and release 
This secti,on is new and very important. Huch of the 
criticism of the old form was that it did not allow the 
Trooper enough opportunity to describe the actions of the 
accused in his own words. This section should have the in
formation which helps the Trooper to establish a good 
rfprima facie tf case against the accused. Hany courts feel 
that Police officers in general are not properly establish
ing this, thus causing cases to be lost, even though high 
blood alcohol levels are presented from chemical tests. 

This section is perhaps the most significant change in the 
form. All of the observations of the accused and post ar
rest contacts are left up to the descriptive opinion of the 
arresting Trooper. Instead of trying to make the accused 
fit the descriptions listed on a form, the form now is de
signed to allolv the Trooper to use his o~'m words to describe 
the accused. It is stressed thet the Trooper should be 
careful to fully cover all of the areas listed, because they 
are of utmost importance in the prosecution of the case. 

This section has also been revised because of problems in 
court. It is up to the Trooper to give his Olm opinion of 
the sobriety and abil i.ty of the accused to operate a motor 
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Section VI. 

vehicle. The queotion of 50br1ety 15 a difficult one. 
HO't-lever.) it is i'elt by most judges that the opinion should 
be that which deals ~li th the cha.l"7e against the accused; 
i .. e., intoxicated {'r ability impaired due to the consu.mp
tion of alcohol. This may not hold true in all cases. 
Therefore, the form allows the Trooper to form his ~'m
opinion. The opinion should be one which is acceptable 
in court. 

This section covers all qf the court action taken against 
the accused. _ . .It will enable the Barrack Commander to be 
able to determine the results of a Dt{.4.,Pt:0grar.t in his, 
area without having each ~r~9P.er·clieck back on all of 
his summons. Th~ appeal set:'tion is to be used only after 
the. final',appeal is adjudicated.' . ~ 

, 
It is hop!=d that the revised Alcohol" In:nuence Report Form·. will be of 

more value to the field than the old form. ',!~ch .. :&ime has been. spent' by field 
perso'nnel, .both Troopers and supervisory',. to· have a good form developed .... How, 
ever, ,·the ::tuccess of the form lies with the Troopers alone.. If used' properly, 
the neW fot."m ~hould be a vaJ:uable tool in prose~uti;lg' one' .of :the. most A4f'.ficult 
and seriou(s motor Vehicle cases. . 
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(Check) 

o Dri'ver o Pedestrian o Pauenger 

Co.C1!.) 
, 0 Accident o Viol:uion 

D Other 
A.M. 

............•........... P.M . 
.Jat& alld tlaw of Aeddrnl or VIol. tic. 

ALCOHOLIC INFLUENCE 
REPORT FORM: 

Case No •••••••••••••• 
Accident Nn •••••••••• 
Summons No ••• ! ••••••• 

I. Nama ________________________________________ ___ Addrass ________________________________________________ __ 

Su Color Hgt. Wgt. 008 Lic. Ho. ----- --------- ------ ------- ----------
II. Sign of Illness or Injury ----------------------------------------------------------

Time RaluSfld Data and Tlmo Entered Emergency Room 
-------------------------- ------------------

Physician's Diagnosis 

Trsatment 

III. Unusual Actions that brought officers attention to Accused (Include ALL Actions and comments by accused in driving 
and aftar baing stopped. Also inciude Bctiona at barrack, in your car, or et jail.) 

e~7--------------~----------------------

Location and Direction of Travel ------
Whlre Accused was Stopped _____________________________________ _ 

IV. Observetlon of Accused: to include; breath, color of facI, clothes, attitude, any unusual actlon$. eyas, balance, 
walking and turning, speech 

.. 

-
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411tt.r Accused nls Stoppnd: Ylranda Jarnlng 

DR-HI Form Raad 

YES ____ _ 

YES 

HQ TIYE ---------- --------------
NO TIME -----Who an~ How Wany Subjects with Accused - Include sobriety If known 

Vthlcle • Advise II Stored and Wharo 

Evidence In Vehlcl •• Disposition (to Include Prop. Hald I). ----------------------------------
Date lind Time Ar~ Iv.d at Barr3ck Departed -
Chilli cal Test Personnel 

t111t1 alld TIllie Test Givan Typa Test Alcohol ~ 

v. Conclusions of·~rrastlni Offlca, III to Sobriety 

Driving Ability of Accused 

~ I. Trial Oat. Court Pita 
, Verdict Flna :. Cost 

_IIOal'tlOn 

Appeal No~.d ________________ _ Court 

Tr lal Date Pta, Verdict· Fin. " Cost 

------------.... -- ---------DI3110.,tlon ________________________ .... ____________________________________ ... ______________________ ------

(APPI.I Sacllo" te ba comel.tad only .,ter cas a I. adjudicated 8t the flnel appe.' Ilval.) 

AnnUng Off I Clr _____ ~~~::-;:-----------:. Signuure 

'" tnu. ______________________ _ 

Iltnl.s _____________________________________________ ___ 

•

.. ,nl Supuvlur's Initials _______ _ 

• Orl~lnll Only(To bl r.tain.d at Initailitlon) 
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e 

• 
.c i! 

"h .. ~). (Chock) 
ALCOHOLIC 

INFLUENCE 

REPORT FORM 

Polic. o.pt. ______ . ______ _ 

0 Ouv., 0 Accid.nt 

r,' 'edlultlor; 0 Violdtif:ln 

... " •• t N •. ____________ --..,-.-

" ... 0 .... n9.' 0 Olhet 
Accident No. _____ _ 

r. Ol'lct tiM. 01 a .. 
Att •• tlng 0111<0' _____ . ______ _ 

Cf,d.,., tH Vi. I"".", .. Oat. Oftd II ... I" C1If.tMr: -.. 
No"''' 

Add~'"~_._. ____________________ _ 

••. _SU _____ ,RUtlI<C:.llR'--____ Apprlllt. Wt .. _____ Op"rotor WI:. No._·-,-________ Shlte, ________ _ 

OBSERVATIONS: 

CLOTHES Dflcri .... : Hat 01 Cop 
(Type .. Jackol Of' Coat Cotar) 

Shirt or Ore" 

'antl CIt Skirt 

C .. ,,«iti .... : o oi.ard.tly o oilO,rcngod o Sail ... o Mu ... d o O,dotly 

lo.scribel 

BREATH Od",. of Alcoholic ......... <).: 0 ,tl'O"9 o mod.tal. o faint 0 noft_ 

ATTITUDE o f.ciled o Hllariou. o Talkatlv. DCa,.', •• 0 Sl.apy o ',al""il-, 
o COmlxlli ... o I.dill.,_nl o In.ulling o Cocky o COOfWtotl •• o Polito 

UNUSUAL ACTIONS o Hiccaughi"9 Oa.lchi~g 0 Vomiting 0 Fighling o Crying o l""ghlng 

SPEECH o Not Und."landabl. o Mumbl.d 0 Slurred o Muoll Moulh.d 0 eo..fu •• d 
0 l~ic~ To"C)uad o SluHetod o "cconl o fai, o CQod 

Indlc .. t. ather unuluol acilan. or stot"M""b. h,cludl"9 whe" flr.t ob .......... "h 

l'1RI or co,,"plalft. of ill",", 01' h'I"~Y: 

PERFORMANCE TESTS: 

Check Sqwa .... If Ho' Mad. Check .. ppraprj .. te squar" before word d •• ,,~;bi"9 ca"dltla" al .... "ell 

0 BALANCE o Foiling o 1'1 ...... ;1 Suppoti o WobblinC) o Swaying o UM"'. o Su,. 

0 WALKING o Palling o Stagg.ring o SIu",bling o Swaying o Un,!,," o Su,. 

0 TURNING o 'all\ng o 510119.';"11 o H •• itont o Swaying o Uftluro o Sur. 

0 FINGER· TO·NOSE 
Rlqhtl o C.mpletoly Mill.d 0 H.,itant 0 Sur. 

1.eH: . 0 C ... plelel., Milled 0 H.,itant o Sura 

0 COINS 
o Unable o fumbling o Slow 0 Sure o 10Ih., 

{Balance during coin teat) 

Ability t. w"d""t .. ,,d int.r.ctlon.1 o Poor 0 Fait o Good I T",.tt p.rfo'M",d: 
.. 

Dot. TI ... .-
OBSERVER'S OPINION: 

!He.:h of alcohol: o u:tntme 0 obvious 0 ,Iighl o nan. 1 Ability to cl'h-o: o unlil Om 

'.oIle ..... brlotfJy wh ... first led Y.IS to " .. ,..ct olcobol/c l"fI.,,"u: 

Ob •• rvooJ by~ Auillft", •• h 
a ... 

Wllll ..... d by: Dale TI"," P'" 

HEMICAL TEST DATA: 

Sp..:I "'" .. : o Blood 0 Broalh 0 Sail ..... o Urin" o Non. I Aaal'flis re •• lt: 
", 

0 a.lu,.d o Unabl. I If llreath. what Instram •• t? 
~. 

If .-..4 ..... why? ... 

-
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INTERVIEW: 42 
-'-.~-

I Wilt. you operating a ".hide? Whe,. we,. you going? 

What dr •• ' or highway w .. ,. you 0"7_ - OitlK.ion of tray.l? 

Where did you lIarl from " ___ Whal Ii .... did you &lart? 

Wha' .i"'8 i. it now? . . . -' .. __ ._ .••• Whol cily «ounly) are you in now1 __ ._. __ ._ ... .--
Whal h 1/,. dolO? ... -, ~ ~- . . _- .Whal day 01 Ih. w •• k io il? . - -
IHTUVIIIWEIl TO 'II.L IN ACTUAL: ___ .WI/pM ---------TiM. Day Oat. Inflfnl ..... ', N ... -
Who. did you 1001 oal? Whal did you eal? 

Whot were you doing during the 101' IhrQ. hOUri? 

, 
HQ;~. you be." drink'ing? Whal? H .. w ",uch? 

Whet.? Storied? am/pM Siappod? oro/pm 

Ar. you under Ih. i"flue",e of an alcoholic bevetoge now? 

What i. yo"" occupation? When did you lao' _rk? 

00 you have ony phYlicol d.fufl? If '0. whal? 

A,. you ill? _______ " la, .. hat'. wrong? 

00 you limp? _______ Have you bun injur.d .'~I.'y? If 10. what', wrong? 

Old you gol a bump on tho head? W.r. you involved in aft occident loday? 

Ho .... YO" hod any ol(ohotic be •• rage sinto the o!cido"f? If to. whal? 

Wh.,.? .. ---- How much? Whon? 

Ho .... '10\1 1 •• n Q doctor or do"'itt lalely? _If so, who? Who"? 

Whallot? _____ .. Ate you tClkin9 tronquilh:eu, pills or medicln ... of cny kind? -
" to. whal kind? (Col .amp'e). ___ 

, 
Lost dose? am/pM 00 you have api/.poy? 

~ 

Oiab., •• ?_ ___ .. _____ 00 you lake insulin? If la, lasl doso? amI pm 

Ho.e you hod any iniecrions of any o,l,.r drugs ,oe.n"y? " 1<1, what for? 

Whal kind 01 dru~? ____ . Lad do.o? OM/pm Whon did you 1001 ,'up? 

How ",ueh 1I.",p did ~ou have? ---Ar. you wooring false t •• th? Do you ho ... e Q glon 0.,..1 

HANDWRiTING SI'ECIIAEN 
Si'MDlWf. f#ld/O# OR)'thhll, h.. 
ch.M ... 

REMARKS:; ____________________________________________ < ____________ __ 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA: I Noto--Gd witness"" rltcilldlo9 oHiI:ors who ob,a""ad. to pro". drlvlll,) 

WITNESSES W", SUI"" Whet Was HI. Whor." Ctn.NM 
Crivi", or CIMdlt'OfiI 

N .... Ad.d,nl r.t He. OP'Ototi", 

P"lIa.",ar. 
I. SUSpect', 

Hom. Add, .. s C.~'ICIA 

V.hlcla 

National Sa'~ly C""neil. 425 Narlh Michigan A.e., Chic090, III. 60611 

"1 • ..., ,. U.S.A. 
.e Sled! H •• l21.99 

~-~372--2842--JDS 
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APPENDIX B 

MARYLAND STATE POL.! CE - PROCEDURES FOR 

SUBMITTING BLOOD AND URINE SAMPLES 

IN DWI CASES 
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MA:"iYLAKJ STATE l-'OLICE 
CHEHIC..\.L TEST FGR ALCOHOL UNIT 

PROCEDURES FOR SUE:.fITTING 
BlOOD AND URINE S.A¥.FLZS FOR 
ALCOHOL Dl!.1'Ere.rDiATION IN 
DRIVIi~G WHILE INTOXICATED CASES. 
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e 
COl..ONe::L THO ... AS S.SMITIo1 "'I K£SVILl.e:: .... ARYl.. ... NO 2120& 

MARYLAND STATE: POLICE: 

On February 1, 1975, the Haryland State Police 
Crime Laborato!j" will assume the responsibility for 
ana17zing blood and urine specimens which arise from 
Driving While Intoxicated arrests. The new facility 
will be under the approval and supervision of the 
Toxicologi~t, Office Qf the Chief Medical ExaminEr, 
Department of Post Mortem Examiners, who, by law, 
must approve the personnel and equipment,. 

Since the laboratory will be a new service 
rendered to all law enforcement agencies, the Chemical 
Tel'Jt i.·or Alcobol Unit ha.s prepared this booklet to 
acquaint all agencies with the new £'aci11 ty and th3 
proper procedures for su~itting samples. 

It is sincerelJr hoped that this new addi t-jon to, 
our laborator,r will expand the s'emces of the State 
Police to all law enforcement agencies. 

~-x:"f?, 
T .. S. S:adtb 
Superintendent 
MaryJ..a.nd State Police 
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PROCEDURES FOR SUBMITTING 
BLOOD Al'-.'D URINE SANPLES FOR 
ALCOHOL DETERMINATION IN 
DRIiJING 'WHILE INTOIICATED CASES. 

A. Ap.prov:d Equipment. 

All blood am urine samples submitted to the laboratory must, by law, 
be with approved equipment. No sample will be processed which is not 
in the approved container. The following blood/urine collection kits 
have been approved for use by the ToxiSt)logist in accordance with 
Section 10-.304 of the Article of Courts and Judicial Proceedings. 

~ 

1.. Blood - The Becton-Dickinson Blood Alcohol Kit, manufactured 
by Becton-Dickinson, Division of necton, Dickinson and Company, 
Ruther:fore, New Jersey 07070, is the ~ approved kit. The 
kit may be ordered through local distributors. 

2" Urine ... The urine alcohol Id. t distributed by Har;rland Police 
Supplies, Inc., 7112 Darlington Dr! va, BaltiInore, Maryland 21234, 
is approved.. The urine alcohol kit issued by the Maryland State 
Police is also approved. 

3. All blood and urine samples must be collected in accordance with 
the Regulations of the Toxicologist, effective January 1, 1975, 
and the Article of Courts and Judicial Proceedings, Sections 
10-302 through 10-309. 

B. Method of Submitting Sample. 

10 In an effort to reduce the amount of paper work per:f'onned by 
the submitting officer, the M5P Form 34 has been revised.. This 
fom replaces the Medical Personnel Payment Voucher, Police 
Officers Report contained on the front of the Blood Collection 
Kit, the Police Officers Report contained in the urine collection 
kit, ani the Request for Laboratory Examination form. The proper 
completion of the revised Form 34 is necessary before the sample 
can be received by the laboratory. Several new sections have 
been added, consequent~, the form will be explained below. It is 
emphasized here that the Form 34 does not eliminate the use o.f 
the other material contained within the kits.. All of the other 
forms, seals" and labels contained in the kit must be completedo 

a. MSP Form 34 (10-74). 

(1) Law enforcement agency requesting alcohol ana.lysiso 

(2) Assignment of arresting officer. 

()) Accused complete namee 

(4) Arrest date. 

(5) Arrest time. 
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(6) Type sample submitted for ana~sis. 

(7) Date am time 1st sample taken. (Blood and Urine). 

(8) Date and time 2r:d sample taken. (Urine On~). 

(9) Location sample taken at - Barrack, Pollce Station, Hospital. 

(10) Arresting officer and I.D. No. 

(11) Installation Commander - his official representative may 
initial for his signature (ie, Duty Sgt., Lieutenant, etc.). 

(12) Where copy of official results will be sent and the name 
of the individual. (Arresting officer':3 IlB.Ille will also be 
placed on official results, but this insures that the 
proper agency officials Will receive the communication for 
proper dissemination). 

(13) The complete name and title of the medical personnel 
to include the certificate number issued by the State 
Police. .As will be noted, the block requiring the 
certificate number is no longer shown on the form. 
This information must be included by the officer. 
In case of a M.D. (phYSician), no certificate number is 
necessary because the law provides for his approval .. 
This block is ~ filled in when the medical personnel 
is off duty. 

(:11.1.) When the medical personnel is on duty atone of the 
pa.rticipating hospitals or when a doctor is on duty 
at a hospital, this section is completed. Again, the 
certificate number will be included. If an accused 
has blood withdrawn from a hospital not a.pproved but 
a "physiciB;ll" withdraws the blood, the amount to be paid 
for such withdrawal is $7.50. This price is fixed ani 
cannot be increased. The arresting officer should be 
sure that a non-participating hospital is aware of 
this fact. 

(].5) 'iotal time used £01'" specilnen collection.. This includes 
travel time when nurse/physician is off duty.. No medical 
technician of an approved hospital pathology laboratory 
is approved or allowed ·to withdraw blood While off duty. 
He must be on duty at the hospital. 

(16) Total time spent in court, to include travel time. It 
will '.1e necessary tha.t an\a.dditicmal form be completed 
and furwarded to the Chemical 'lefst for Alcohol Unit a..fter 
each court date.. Do not hold UI1.til the case is finally 
adjudicated. 
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(17) Court Date - This section completed each time the 
medical personnel appears in court for the case. It 
additional court appearances are required, additiontl.l 
torm5 muat be submitted. 

(18) This section is used when the evidence is personally' 
deli vered to the 8hernical Test for Alcohol ani t, or when 
transferred from one officer to another. No other sections 
in the "LABORATORY USE ONLY" part will be used by the law 
~nforcement agency. 

MARYLAND STATE POLICE rCAS£rIO.IMSPHOONLYI I CASE NO. (U:;CAlAREA USE' 
CHEMICAL TEST FOR ALCOHOL UNIT 

A1.COHIX. Allli\l.YSIS • l4£DICAL P'!:7l5()IjHQ. ~AYIo4ItNT "'~IZATION 

ARREST INFORMATION 
DEPARn4ENT ~ OARRAO\ISTATION 

Y") 
"J 

,l£C;:USED ,....ME 
ARRESTi4i ITIM£ 5 0 "'MITEST~ -

. 0 PM 0 0 URN 
-.. 
.J 

1ST jPU i TE 
& ;7 g : I ~HO j"'PU r:sa 

ITIME 
DAM LCCATION SAMPI.E TAKEN . . o PM '4 . . 

ARRESTIIIG OFl'lCE;R & 10. NO INSTALLATION COMMANOER .. J . 
"'Q t --

SENO R[SULTS TO 

1'2. 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL PAYMENT AUTHORIZATION 

"'EOICAL PERSONNEL ""''''E • IF OFF OI./TY HOME AOORESS /lNCLUOE liP <:ODE, 
, ::. 

I . _. 
I~ ON OI./TY (HOSPITAL AODRESS) , , 

.-r , I 

SP[ClM£H cou.ECTIOH T1"nE. 
o ON OI./TY Hcl.J . OFF OI./TY 

_I <:OURT IIPPEARAHCE TIME & OIITE 

HR. 0 ON OI./TY HR.\ ~ 0 OFF OI./TY_ HR. I ~7 
LABORATORY USE ONLY 

CHolIN OF CUSTOOY 

CONOrTlOH OF KIT (SEAlS II MARKlIIGS, 

TESTED RY 1ST SAMPU 2ND SAMPI.E ... ,....LTSIS CONTROL NO. CASE NO. 

MSP FORM J4 (10.74) HEADQUARTER'S FILE COpy 
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2. When the form is oompleted, the last oOPY, Arresting Ofrioe~, 
will be removed by the suhmi tting agency am. retained. The 
remaining four (4) oopies 'Will be forwarded with the blood/urine 
a.lcohol kit. Should the Idt be hand oarried, the offioer's oOPY 
will not be removed until the chain of oustody is ocmpleUsd by 
Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit personnel at }1ar,rla.nd State Polioe 
Headquarters. 

a" Blood Alcohol Kit - The form. will be placed in the cardboard 
mailing oontainer outside the styrofoam box. Do not place 
the fom inside the sealed styrofoam box with the blood Idt. 

blood 
a I coho I kit ----:::: 

p I ace form 34 -----H 
outsIde of styrofoam 
box, Inside mai ling 
container 

mai ling container 

b.. Urine Alcohol Kit - The fom will be plaoed in the large' 
telesooping mailing boxo It is of utmost importance that 
aubmi tting offioers ha. ve the two oardboard snap tubes, whioh 
contain the urine speoimen, properly sealed.. This will be of 
utmost importanoe for courtroom evidence. 

3. All samples of blood and urine being submitted for alcohol analysis 
will be mailed by lst Class Kail to; 

Chemioal Test for Alcohol Unit 
. Maryland state Polioe Headquarters 
Pikesville, Nary-land 21208 

a... Sa.mples may be hand oarried to the Chemioal Test for Alcohol 
Unit between 8:30 A.M. a.nd 4:30 P.H., Monday through Friday. 
Arrangements sl10uld be made before hand carr.ring samples. 

b. It is urged tha.t sa.mples be mailed when possible. 
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place form 34 
In a large telescoping 
mal ling container 

Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit 
Md. State Police Headquarters 
Pikesvil Ie, Md. 21208 

evidence seals placed over ends of cardboard 
container which contains urine sample 

(URINE ALCOHOL KIT) 

C. Reporting Results of Blood and Urine Alcohol Analysis. 

1. Two (2) copies of the resuts of blood/urine analysis Will be 
mailed to the submitting a.gency as provided in B-(12). The 
original copy is to be retained by the police a.gency for 
court purposes; the other copy should be mailed or personally 
delivered to the accused in accordance with Section 10-)04 of 
the Article of Courts ani Judicial Proceedings.. Both copies 
will be signed and are admissible as evidence in court. (A sample 
copy of a Blood and Urine Analysis Report is provided wi th this 
notice). 

2. No sample w:l.ll be received or analyzed which fails to meet the 
above procedures. Whenever a sample is received which fails to 
meet any provisions as provided by law, or the Regulations of 
the TOxicologist, a letter explaining such rejection will be 
forwarded to the submitting agency. (A sample copy at the 
letter of rejection is provided with this notice). 
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3. AdditionalJ.y" a letter 1"rom the To::d.cologist approving the 
equipment, ie, blood alcohol Idt, urine alcohol Idt, laboratory 
equipment, and the chemist will be provided with each blood/urine 
alcohol analysis report. This letter should also be taken to 
court as evidence 01" equipment approval, as outlined in Section 
10-304 of the Article 01" Courts and Judicial Proceedings. 
(A sample copy 01" the Toxicologist's letter is provided with this 
notice). 

D. Disposition of Alcohol I.Ibemical Test Case. 

1. MSP Form 171, Disposition of Alcohol Chemical Test Case, will 
be completed when the case is finally adjudicated. 

2. This form. is very important as samples are retained for any 
possible appeal. Having limited storage space, it is important 
that officers submit the form. at the completion of the case. 
This enables the proper destruction of evidence no longer 
necessary for prosecution. (A sample copy of the Disposition of 
Alcohol Chemi(!al Test Cases is provided with this notice.). 
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( 1) 

('2 ) 

( 3 ) 

(4 ) 

( 5) 

( 6 ) 

( 7 ) 

( 8 ) 

( 9 ) 

DISPOSITION OF ALCOHOL CHEMICAL TEST CASE 

DEFENDANT 

DATE OF ARREST 

TYPE OF TEST 

SUMMONS NUMBER 

ARRESTING OFFICER 

DEPARTMENT 

DISPOSITION 

DATE OF DISPOSITION 

COURT 

THIS FORM TO BE RETAINED BY ARRESTING OFFICER UNTIL 
FINAL DISPOSITION OF CASE. IT MUST THEN BE FORWARDED 
TO THE CHEMICAL TEST FOR ALCOHOL UN!T, MARYLAND STATE 
POLICE HEADQUARTERS, PIKE~,VILLE, MARYLAND 21208. 

MSP Form 171 

This form is included in all blood and urine test kits. It is important 
that the arresting officer fill the form out and mail it to the Chemical Test 
for Alcohol Unit, Maryland State Police Headquarters, Pikesville,Maryland 21208 
upon disposi tion of the case so that specimen samples .J;eta-ined by the labora-tory 
may be destroyed. 

(1) Defendants full name 
~2) Date of arrest 
'(3) Type of test· blood/urine 
(4) Uniform Traffic Summons Number 
(5) Arresting officers name and number 
(6) Arresting officers Department 
(7) Disposition of case - Guilty, Not Guilty, Nolle Prosqui, Probation~ etc. 
(8) Date case heard or disposition made 
(9) Court where case is heard or States Attorney's Office instituting No!le 

Prosqui 
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TRAINING 

EY TO SUCCESS BULLETIN 

VOLUME IX January 1, 19714 NO. 10 

ATTORNEY GEX>fERALfS OPTI.rrONS RELATING TO CHEHICAL TESTING 

This bulletin has been prepared in an effort to clarify some of the prob
lems arising from the application of Article 66~, Section 6-20,.1. Several At
torney GeneralIs Opinions have been given which will guide the Trooper when ad
vising a suspected drunk driver of his rights to a chemical test. It is pointed 
out that these opinions are only guidelines and each case will be judged on 
its particular circumstances. 

Occasions arise when a suspect desires to change his mind as to the type 
of chemical test he wishes to be administered. A person could conceivably con
tinue to change his mind until the two-hour time period has expired, but at no 
time refuse to submit to the test. The law enforcement officer has fulfilled 
his responsibility under the law when he offers a choice of tests to the driver 
and makes arrangements for the t~e of test selected to'be conducted. If the' 
driver selects one test and thereafter changes the selection to another tyPe of 
test before any test is administered, the officer should note the time such e
lection was made and the steps taken to comply with the defendant's request. 
If the defendant selects a blood test and after first selecting a breath test 
and only 20 minutes remain before the expiration of the two-hour period, there 
would most likely be insufficient time to administer the test. In this case, 
the defendant should be advised that his request cannot be granted because of 
the lack of time and that he ~'lould have to submit to the first test selected. 
If the defendant continues to elect different tests, or fails to submit to any 
test, causing the two-hour time limit to expire, the Motor Vehicle Administration 
should be notified by use of the DR-l, form. It is important that the Trooper 
document all times and requests for different tests. 

Another question which has caused considerable problems is: if a defendant 
refuses to sign the consent form enclosed in the blood kit, prior to having 
blood withdrawn but verbally consents, would the doctor or nurse be protected 
in a criminal suit for assault and battery, and in a civil suit for malpractice, 
if the blood wa.s Hithdrawn upon oral rather than w-rttten authorization? 

There is no requirement anywhere in the law for a defendant to sign a state
ment.consepting to the blood withdrawal. If the driver consents to the i .. ith
drawal of blood, such consent may be oral or written. If a civil suit alleging 
malnractice was filed, the critical question is whether such blood withdrawal 
was performed with the requisite skill or care, or was such blood withdra1'Tn done 

_. neg.ligentlY resulting in injury to the motorist.. Under the Haryland law there 
~ is a presumption that a doctor has ?erfornled his medical duties ~~th the req

uisite care and skill, and the plaintiff has the burden of proof to show both 
lack of requisite skill or care and that such want of skill or care vTaS a direct 
cause of injury. Riley V. U~ s., 248 F. SUpPa 95 (1965). However, neither the 
consent form nor oral consent would protect medical personnel from civil suit 
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• 
if the blood was withdrawn in a grossly negligent manner directly resulting in 
injur.y'te the driver. Suburban Hospital Association, Inc. Meuhinney 230 Md. 
480, 187 A. 2d 671 (1963) 

In the application of Section 6-20,.1 the ~rooper must use common sense. 
If it appears the defendant is attempting to avoid the test by trickery, the 
Trooper should document the facts and~submit the' DR-15. I~~this manner a def
inite'rulingwill be established by the'Co~rts. 
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.-"U.IlIt1.L 8. ,..'.HIlA. iJI.D. 
tl~t."""".OJeAL •• AMtHIU. 

,,.VIM M. SOl*HII:,.. M.D. 

Ii Q:~:~~:::~w~~~~~~::~~:Cft 
If a J"MIt8 Q. WHITAK&:R. M.C. 

,1 ...... IIiT ... HT I411DICM. UJ.WIH'UI 

YALE H. eAPL.AN. PH.C. 
TOXICOLOQIDT 

RONALC e. I!IACKErt. PH.C. 
STATE OF MARYL.ANO 

THE MARYLAND POST MORTEM 
ItXAMINltR5 COMMISSION 

IIIIENJAMIN P'. TAUMP. M.D •• CHAIAWAN 

ItODIEllT E. I"AI'IIllIitR. M.D. 

PlOaERT H. HItI"TINSTALL. ".0. 
COL. THOMAS 8, IIIMITH 

J/£AN R. STII"'LER, M.D. 

A •• IIITANT TOXlcoLocnn 

D"VIO Q. VAN ORMlt'R. fH.C. 
ASIIUITANT TOXICOLOOIIiT 

DEPARTMENT OF POST MORTEM EXAMINERS 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL. EXAMINER 
t U PIINN IBTJltIl:II:T 

DAI..TIMORIt, MARYL.AND :ua01 

February 1, 1975 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I hereby certify that~ 

The Maryland State Police Crime Laboratory is approved to perform chemical 
tests of blood and urine for the purpose of determining their alcohol 
concentration. 

,The equipment located at the Maryland State Police Crime Lab6ratory haS' 
been p~rsonally inspected by me and is suitable for the chemical analysis 
of blood and urine to determine their alcohol concentration. 

Ronald M. Dannelly, B. S., Chemist, is qualified to perform tests of blood 
and urine to determine their alcohol concentration. 

The Beckton Dickinson Blood Alcohol Kit distributed by the Chemical Test 
for Al~ohol Unit, Maryland State Police is approved for the collection of 
blood samples for the purpose of determining the blood alcohol concentration. 

The Urine Alcohol Kit as distributed by the Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit, 
Maryland State Police is approved for the collection of urine samples for 
the purpose of determining the urine alcohol concentration. 

I HERESY CERT!FY THA! _T!:-IS",~S. ~}~.~E '. _ 
A"'D <·rrll':"!";:" :~r~py Or iH\.". ",':20",' [." THE tA . I/. / .. 

11_ ,··_··:.·J:··:·\I"",L-I~ ... I:·"'\f -.: ... ·r,. .:' :' .... i_l::!. . 1_-: . {,- I 
p: " ; ,t, • \" .. h·, .. :..., .. :. ! _. • .. .--f'" .' / r ~ C~{ c.2 j L-

..... l.... : '\ n..... • ,: I' '. ~ • !.' ,,', ,';; I :\i ~ i .... 1\ c,.. '-, • 

l':. ': .. ;... ",' ," -' .-"'. /Yale H. Caplan, h.D. 
t'lI\ .:, '-'~". ," " , . ,'., Toxicologist 

.--- ---., ,I _I" ... .. ' 
(' } .~. ,.I ,J'''' 

. ,.' . ~ /., •. ~. -. --:-.•. ;; - ,,/. ':.'z..; 
.... !', _" ... f.':::' ~ ' .. ,,,.... .,/ _./ '" ".',.' .. _ .', YHC:db 

.',i" 
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STAT!! Opr MAFlYl...ANC 
~ 

OEPARTMENT OF 

PUBLIC SAFETY ANO CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

~Af'lVIN MAMOI!:L 
GOVERNOR 

MARYLAND STATE POLICE 
PIKESVILLE" MARYLAND 21208 

AREA CODE 311 "66.3101 

EDWIN 1'1. TUL.L. V 
Ot!PUTY Se:C"IIi:TAAY 
1"0" paUaL.IC !lAI"!!tTY 

ROBERT J. L.ALL.Y 
SECRETARY 

PUBLIC SAFETV AND 
CORRECTIONAL. SERVICES 

Dear 

Case N'Ulllber: 

COLONEL THoWAS $. ShllTH 
SUI"IEI'IINTENCENT 

. WAJIiIYLAND ST ATE POL.ICI!: 

This is to certify that the urine samples obtained using equipment 
approved by the Toxicologist in the Office of. the lImef Medical Examiner, 
Depa.rtment of P\~st Mortem Examiners from 
u.mer the direction of on 
at (Sample #1) and on at (Sample /12) were 
received a.t the Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit on a.nd were 
tested by me with equipment approved by the To~cologist on in 
accordance with the Courts ani Judicial Proceedings Article. of the Annotated 
Code of Maryland (1974) Section 10-)04 and in acco~ce with approved chemical 
ana~sis procedures. 

Said samples were found to contain ethyl a.lcohol in the following 
concentrations: percent (Sample #1) percent (Sample. #2). 

Ronald M. Da.nne~.J ,8 .. S .. 
Chemist 

I, Lieutenant Edward V e' Clark, certify that the abov-e reco~ 
is a true copy taken from the original, now on file, and a. p~rt of the 
records maintained at the Chemica.l Test for Alcohol Unit, Maryland 
State Police, Pikesvil1e:l }la.r,rlando· 

Original-officer retain for court .. 
Copy-to defendant-

Edward V. Clark, 2nd Lieutenant 
I.iiaison Officer 
Chemica.l Test for Alcohol U~t 



, " 

l 

r 

MARVIN $4"'NOEL 
GOVERNOR 

'-"::l'CitfERT J. LALLY 
SECRETARY 

PUBLIC SAF ET Y ANO 
CORReCTIONAL SERVICE!; 

Dear 

DEPARTMENT OF 

PUBLIC SAFEiTY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

MARYLAND ST~TE POLICE 
PIKESVILLE, MARYLAND 21208 

ARE A CO 0 E ~1() 1 486~ 310 1 

Case Number: 

EDWIN R. TULLY 
DEPUTY SECRETARY 
FOR PU8L1C SAFETY 

COLONEL THOMAS S. SMITH 
SUPERINTENOENT 

MARYLAND STATE POLICE 

. This is to certify that the blood sample obtained using equipment 
approved by the Toxicologist in the Office of the Chief }ledical Examiner, 
Department of Post Mortem Examiners from 
under the direction of on 
at was received at the Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit 
on and was tested by me with equipment approved by the Toxicologist 
on in accordance with the Courts ani Judicial Proceedings Article 
of the Annotated Code of Haryland (1974) Section 10-304 and. in accordance 
with a.ppro-ved chemical analysis procedures. 

Said sample was found to contain percent ethyl alcohol. 

ROnald ~~. DannelJ.y,9 B.S. 
Chemist 

I, Lieutenant Edward Va Clark, certify tha.t the! above record 
is a. true copy taken from the original, now on file, and a. part of the 
records maintained at the Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit, Ma.rylAnd 
state Police, Pikesville, Haryland. 

Original-o!ficer retain for court. 
Copy-to defendant.,~. 

Edward V. Clark, 2nd Lieutenant 
Liaison Officer 
Chemical Test for Alcohol Unit 








